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Katy Perry is the latest artist to embrace the 3-D
format

The music industry’s top stars are increasingly embracing the
world of 3-D technology – filming many of their concerts and
documentaries in the format that has been so popular for
animated and live-action movies.

The reason is simple. Artists want to re-create the viewing
experience and bring their audiences closer to them in an
intimate cinematic setting.

Performer Katy Perry, whose 3-D documentary concert film
"Katy Perry: Part of Me" is being released by Paramount
Pictures this Thursday, is the latest performer to jump on the
3-D bandwagon, following the likes of Justin Bieber, Britney
Spears, Michael Jackson, Miley Cyrus, the Black Eyed
Peas and the Jonas Brothers.

VIDEO: "Part of Me" premiere
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Katy Perry attends the London premiere of "Katy Perry: Part of Me." (Ian Gavan / Getty Images / July 3, 2012)
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Irish rock band U2 was the first group to make a 3-D concert
film, about its Vertigo Tour in 2006. Titled "U2 3D," the
documentary was released in 2008 by National Geographic
and shot by Burbank-based 3ality Technica, an
entertainment technology company dedicated to live-action
3-D.

"3-D is gaining its momentum because musicians look at the
images and think it's really cool," said 3ality Technica Chief
Executive Steve Schklair, whose company provided the 3-D
technology for the movie. "The medium makes a small
intimate venue much more interesting, and better shows the
scale of the large stadium venues.” 

The concert scenes in Perry's movie were shot at the Staples Center in downtown Los Angeles over
two days in November 2011 using eight 3-D cameras.

The filmmakers then poured over 400 hours of footage shot of Perry over the last year to help create
the story. "There is no opening act for this movie as this is not a concert [film exclusively] and only
driven by a great story on the life and rise of Perry," said Ted Kenney, one of the film's producers
and director of production at 3ality Technica.

"Part of Me," which follows Perry along her 124-date California Dreams tour, also simultaneously
documents the personal highs and lows of her professional career.

In the documentary, fans will get a glimpse into what led to Perry's breakup with Russell Brand, their
hectic schedules, and the emotional toll the split took on Perry. Wanting to give fans a full portrait of
the past year of her life, she worked closely with the documentary's directors, frequenting the edit bay
and watching various cuts of the film.

According to Schklair, the "U2 3D" movie gave the filmmakers behind the Perry documentary a
chance to put into practice a lot of new theories about making movies in 3-D. They developed a
series of technologies to make it work and re-create the live concert experience. 

" 'U2 3D' had a lot of layering, depth compositing and visual montages, which is one reason it
worked so well," said Schklair.

Schklair founded 3ality Technica in 2000 under its original name, Cobalt Entertainment. He had
worked as a director of photography and was vice president of Digital Domain, the studio that
produced the visual effects for such movies as "Titanic" and "The Curious Case of Benjamin Button."

Other artists who have announced plans for a 3-D concert film include the metal group Metallica,
according to Kenney.

RELATED:

Review: "Jonas Brothers: The 3D Concert Experience"

"Hannah Montana/Miley Cyrus" takes on U2 in 3-D battle of the bands
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